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Excel4apps

Integrate Microsoft Excel Within  
Your SAP Environment for Seamless,  
Real-Time Reporting and Analysis

To make it easier to format and slice and dice data, 

many financial users manually cut and paste  

information from a data warehouse into a Microsoft 

Excel spreadsheet. Excel is often more intuitive for them 

than other reporting tools, and its familiar formatting 

capabilities and robust functionality support effective 

communication and easy calculations and modeling of 

financial data. 

 Even after an ERP implementation and the intro-

duction of new reporting tools and capabilities, many 

financial users still prefer to use Excel as a front-end 

interface for structuring reports and manipulating 

data into a useful format. However, getting the neces-

sary data from SAP systems into Excel can be a time-

consuming, multi-step process that requires help from 

the IT department, which must program queries for 

extracting the data and putting it in a data warehouse. 

Afterward, users must push the data a step further 

from the warehouse into Excel. Ad hoc report requests 

like these can become particularly demanding and 

time consuming for both the finance users and IT, and 

the more IT falls behind, the longer it takes for the  

finance department to receive the reports they need.

 To leverage existing investments in both Microsoft 

and SAP platforms, and to ensure financial users can 

continue to create reports with Excel, companies need 

a tool that can integrate the two platforms. Using GL 

Wand from Excel4apps, a reporting tool that tightly  

integrates Excel with SAP data, means financial users 

can build reports within the familiar Excel environ-

ment, yet still take advantage of the powerful data 

housed in the SAP system. By establishing a direct link 

with live SAP data, users can bypass the data warehouse 

and programming requirements and use Excel as their 

presentation layer, rather than as a data store. 

Empower Finance with Access to Real-
Time Data Through a Familiar Interface 
GL Wand allows financial users to populate real-time 

data in their Microsoft Excel interface, as opposed to 

using staged data. Staged data in a warehouse provides 

data summaries and standardization, but it requires 

periodic extraction, data mapping, and reconciliation. 

Real-time data supplied via a direct link between Excel 

and SAP updates immediately after final adjustments 

post. This tool also features:

Pull vs. push technology: Financial reporting tools 

that work off staged data use “push” technology, in 

which the user runs reports from the back-end system 

and cuts and pastes them into Excel or publishes them 

to a file for importing into Excel. GL Wand’s direct link 

to the SAP back end allows the user to instantly “pull” 

live data into Excel simply by clicking “refresh.” 

Cells vs. columns and rows concept: Reports from 

a data warehouse use columns and rows. GL Wand 

enables users to define reports down to individual 

cells for detailed data views, letting them build for-

mulas and apply column headings for consistent  

column and row definitions. 

Flexible vs. static analysis: Static reporting formats 

are reproduced monthly, but are often either overly 

detailed or too summarized for action at managerial 

levels. With access to real-time data, users can produce 

high-level standard reports and detailed ad hoc reports 

that are rich with information for decision makers. 

Integrated vs. separated security: ERP system  

authorizations maintain data access control, but if data 

is staged in a warehouse, separate authorization is  

required. GL Wand offers integrated security, adopting 

the user’s SAP username and password, eliminating the 

need to rebuild security profiles.

An Excel-Based Financial Reporting Tool
GL Wand allows financial users to pull and refresh data 

from the SAP system into the intuitive Excel interface. 

This direct link gives both financial users and CFOs con-

fidence that data is current and uncorrupted by extrac-

tion or staging processes. To access a free trial of GL 

Wand, go to http://go.excel4apps.com/saptrial. n
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